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When you’re trying to start an online business, all of your options can be overwhelming. There 

are so many different types of tools and so many options for all those types. Whether you’re 

trying to figure out what mailing list autoresponder to use or you’re looking to start an affiliate 

program for your products, there’s a lot to consider. That’s why we’ve done the research and 

created this report for you.  

We’ve taken a look at 12 product categories and compared a total of 57 products, so you can 

pick the best options to grow your online business. The more knowledge you have, the easier it 

is to pick the right tool for your needs.  

Of course, an online business can adapt and change with new technology, but picking the right 

tools from the start can save you a lot of headaches later. So take the time to read through this 

report and get your online business started out the right way.  

This report has been divided into 12 sections, listed alphabetically. You’ll find information and 

comparisons on:  

1. Ad Networks 
2. Affiliate Networks 
3. Affiliate Program Platforms 
4. Autoresponders (Mailing List) 
5. Live Video Platforms 
6. Payment Processors 
7. Shopping Carts 

8. Social Media Platforms 
9. Social Media Management 
10. Streaming Video 

11. Webinar Software 
12. Website Analytics 

 

Let’s get started… 

Choosing the Right Ad Network 

If you’re looking to grow your audience and sell more products quickly, ad networks offer a 

tremendous opportunity to reach their engaged audiences. Some of the biggest networks include 

Google Adwords, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Instagram. It’s not necessary to master all these 

networks and you’ll probably find that some networks are more effective given your audience 

demographics and the skillsets and preferences you have.  

Facebook and YouTube reach the largest audiences, but you might find your audience is more 

responsive on Instagram, for example. This comes through trial and error and exploring what the 

network offers.  

Below, you’ll see a comparison chart of the big 5 ad networks. As you can see, they all offer 

sophisticated targeting options, so you can reach your own specific audience. Facebook likely offers 

the most sophisticated demographic targeting and allows you to even target your website visitors and 

customers specifically as well.  



 

Facebook  

 
Placing ads on Facebook is almost a no-brainer. Almost everyone has an account or will visit there at 
some point during the day. People use Facebook all during the day, every single day, and they do it 
from every place imaginable from their laundry rooms to the local restaurant.  
 

 



 
With over a billion active users on Facebook, if you can’t find your audience, you may not have 
defined it well enough or you may need to use slightly different words and terms to find them. 
However, it can be tricky. No one is on Facebook to buy unless they’re in a buying group. Most 
people tend to ignore ads, so you’ll need to be creative. Fortunately, Facebook offers a lot of tools 
that help you create great ads that get results. 
 
Facebook offers an easy way to run ads. They have an ad manager that works well and is easy to 
understand. You just need to go through the motions so that you can see for yourself how simple it is 
to use. One of the best things about the Facebook Ad network is that you can micro-target your 
audience and remarket to them using a Facebook Pixel that you install on your websites or landing 
pages. 
 
Facebook offers editing of campaigns as well as detailed reporting statistics. The ad manager makes 
it simple to get started with Facebook Ads. All you do is verify your account, set up your payment 
method which can be via PayPal and get started. You can test ads for as low as five dollars a day.  
 
Facebook sometimes limits your audience if your engagement is low. The ability to “boost a post” so 
that your targeted audience sees the new post can quite beneficial and effective.  
 

 
 
A variety of factors can be used to target a segment of your market, including their interests and 
earnings. Facebook’s analytics and reporting tools include over 17 different demographics you can 
use to reach your specific audience.  
 
You can also choose the pricing with CPC, CPA, CPM, etc. Facebook is mobile-friendly, so the ads 
can be seen on a variety of devices. Ads can link to your page, an outside website, a product set, and 
more. Facebook’s attention to the details, when it comes to marketing and advertising, enables you to 
reach your audience and your goals.  
 



They make it so easy that it may seem too good to be true. However, it’s very important that you 
understand who your audience is so that you can segment accurately. It’s also important to 
understand how Facebook places ads, as well as what your budget and schedule will allow for 
running the ads. 
 

AdWords 

  
Using AdWords can get great results for online marketers whether they have a product or a service. 
However, AdWords is best for the more experienced, advanced user. There are so many options and 
intricacies to using AdWords, it’s important that you fully understand how to use it before you jump in 
and commit to a campaign. Many newbies have lost money due to a lack of understanding. So do 
yourself a favor and learn marketing basics first and once you’ve gained experience, then consider 
including AdWords into the marketing mix. 
 

 
 
In many ways, Google AdWords is the holy grail of online ads. The reason is that your ads will run 
across many networks, not only on a Google Search. When you place Google Ads on your site, 
anyone, who meets the targeting criteria you set, can see your ads. 
 
Google AdWords has many additional tools to help make your ad more effective. For example, they 
have a customer match program, which is essentially remarketing. That way you can get in touch with 
people who have visited your site before. In addition, you can control multiple AdWords accounts 
from a single dashboard. With the Keyword planner, you can drill down to find new keywords and 
more.  
 
Google AdWords offers a variety of tools and features that make it very powerful. After all, Google is 
the leader in search engines and their job is to deliver relevant results to the audience. As a new 
user, you may want to stick with search network in the beginning. The reason is that you’ll want to be 
able to use location, links, and perhaps a phone number or some other type of structure in your 
efforts. 



 
With AdWords, you can target your audience using keywords, location, demographics, and more. You 
also have access to in-depth reports that you can customize. Most ads will be pay per click. That 
means you pay for clicks only. You also have the option to allow your advertisement to be available 
on mobile devices.  
 
Many different formats are supported, such as text, images, video, apps, and products. You can even 
create “call only” ads, in which you place an advertisement to get people to pick up the phone rather 
than click though. With AdWords, you have access to over 90 percent of all Internet users worldwide. 
For this reason, learning how to use this network is essential, if you want to be a real marketing 
powerhouse. 
 
As mentioned previously, you may want to find someone to help you with AdWords. There are 
numerous professionals and mentors, who understand the details and can share their tips about how 
to ensure the best return on investment (ROI) when using AdWords. 
 

YouTube 

 
With a global reach that is set to pass one billion, you can find your audience with YouTube ads. Not 
only can you target specific demographics but you can also target specific channels with your ads. 
You can run ads directly on YouTube, use the Google Display and Video Network, or run them with 
Zagat. 
 

 
 
YouTube has a worldwide reach of over a billion potential customers. You can run many types of ads. 
You don’t have to create a video ad. You can run your ad as overlay clickable links, mobile and 
desktop mastheads, as well as TrueView, and live streaming ads, etc. This flexibility gives you a great 
opportunity to reach exactly the people you want.  
 



TrueView is an important feature that you should know about. With TrueView, if people skip your 
advertisement or only view it to a certain point, then you don’t pay. That’s why these online ads are 
good for your ROI and are affordable for even smaller businesses that have tight budgets. 
 

YouTube ads are much better than TV ads. You don’t pay for your ads if no one is looking at them. In 
addition, you can use Google AdWords for video as well. You have a lot more control over your ads 
with YouTube compared to TV. However, the content you share with the ad should be very 
interesting. After all, viewers are clicking for the related, specific info, entertainment, or experience 
you provide. 
 
YouTube can help you reach passionate viewers and inspire action. For example, viewers can 
download apps during an ad on a YouTube video. However, the great part is that they don’t miss the 
rest of the video or even leave YouTube. This multitasking ability makes it more likely your audience 
will engage with the video ad. 
 

Twitter 

 
With Twitter ads, you only pay for performance if you promote a tweet, or want visitors to buy your 
app, visit your website, or download a free report. You can target your audience by using keywords, 
demographics, hashtags and more. What’s more, is that you can use video ads, text ads, image ads 
and more in your campaign. 
 

 
 
There are over 300 million active Twitter users. Everyone from presidents to housewives use Twitter. 
Twitter is a source of all types of news, from the serious to the not so serious and worldwide to your 
home town. Your audience is there. You just need to know how to find them. Your ads can be in 
many different forms from the traditional 140 characters to an image or a video. 
 



Twitter ads are usually inexpensive. Twitter ads offer features including a low CPC rate, tailored 
audiences, remarketing, keyword targeting, and hashtag targeting, as well as paying only for results. 
 
You can get real-time analytics on boosted tweets. That can be fun to watch as your post or tweet 
gets more attention with re-tweets, and other responses. If you want to be sure your tweets are seen, 
promoting them for as little as 10 dollars can do the trick. 
 

 
 

Instagram 

 
It’s almost a no-brainer to add Instagram to your advertising efforts, especially if you have a 
Facebook following. The reason is that you can run your ads on Facebook and Instagram without 
having to create an entirely new advertisement. Since Facebook owns Instagram, it’s super easy to 
add it to your campaign.  
 

 
 



With nearly 600 million active users, Instagram is a force to be reckoned with. Due to its simple 
format, many people don’t consider it a good place to advertise. However, nothing could be further 
from the truth. Pew research reports that more than half of all people from 18 to 29 use Instagram. If 
your audience is here, you should advertise here too. Instagram users love all things Instagram and 
will likely respond to your efforts. 
 
Whether you want to create awareness, get more sales, or advertise on mobile devices, Instagram 
can work for you. Begin by running one of the three basic ad types – photo ads, 60-second video ads, 
or carousel ads.  
 
Get more attention for your advertisement by adding “Shop Now.” If you are marketing an app, use 
the “Install Now” button for a lot of attention. The CTA button links to the place where your audience 
can take the action described on the button.  
 
Note: To run ads on Instagram you’ll need a Facebook Page as well as an active Facebook ad 
account. You’ll just need to add a payment method, enter the name of your business, and get set up. 
Once you do that, you can add your Instagram account to your Business Manager in Facebook so 
you’ll need your Instagram information too.  
 
Regardless of which Ad Network you choose, running ads will help you promote your business. You’ll 
be able to spread awareness, get more followers, likes, and viewer interaction, as you increase your 
sales. First, you should know what your goals are and who your audience is. Try a test run and boost 
the ad price and the content if you’re getting results and making conversions. 

Choose an Affiliate Network to Earn Commissions 

As an online business owner, you don’t have to just sell your own products. You can promote the 

products of some big (and small) companies and you’ll earn a commission anytime you make a sale. 

The affiliate network gives you a specially coded link that tracks all your traffic and sales.  

Many companies manage their own affiliate programs independently, so you should always check 

with the companies that you want to work with as they may have their own affiliate program. You can 

also work with affiliate networks that have many companies running their affiliate programs through 

them. That means you sign up once for the network and you can promote a variety of products and 

companies.  

Some of the biggest networks out there right now are ClickBank, Amazon, Rakuten, Avangate and 

Share-a-Sale. They all have different specialties, but one common thing is that affiliates like to work 

with them because they can find a wide variety of products and they can rely on prompt payment from 

the affiliate network directly.  

Let’s take a look at these networks in more detail… 



As you can see, networks like ClickBank and Avangate that focused on digital products, offers a 

much higher commission than the other networks. Of course, Amazon also specializes in digital 

products through their Kindle store, but they offer much smaller commissions. However, Amazon 

does have consumer confidence and one-click ordering that can encourage more orders.  

In the end, it’s probably most important that you look for the products you want to promote and find 

the affiliate program from there. But if you’re looking for high converting offers, many of the networks 

will actually provide you with conversion and the average earnings affiliates make per click, so you 

can make a more informed decision.  

Clickbank.com 

 
This affiliate network has been around for 17 years and is well known among affiliate marketers and 
publishers. They pay via direct bank deposit or by check. You can set up your payments but you must 
have a min of five sales using two different credit card or payment processing systems. This is to cut 
down on fraudulent accounts. After that, your payments will be made per the vendor’s requirements, 
as well as the payment threshold you’ve set up. 



 

 
 
Using ClickBank is probably one of the fastest and easiest ways to start letting affiliates promote your 
product. ClickBank has a large community of professional affiliate marketers. Once they find your 
product, they may sign up to promote it if it’s a good and you offer a fair commission. 
 
ClickBank reaches customers worldwide. They also offer remarketing, easy affiliate payout process, 
as well as handling customer support. This is great news for sole proprietors and small businesses. 
ClickBank has awesome solutions to make it easier for you to get the sale, such as an affiliate finder, 
one-click purchases, mobile options, custom order forms, joint venture contracts, and more.  

Amazon.com 

 
We don’t always think of Amazon an affiliate network, but more like a retailer. However, Amazon sells 
the products of many retailers under their own well-known and trusted brand, making them one of the 
largest affiliate networks out there.  
 
Commissions are lower than digital-product focused networks, as mentioned, but volume sellers can 
qualify for higher commissions rates.  
 
There are over 244 million people who are ready to buy on Amazon, which makes selling on the 
platform easily. They even allow short codes which make it easy for you to place products directly on 
your web page to promote. You can link to any product page or even create an “Astore,” which is an 
Amazon store you can embed on your own site. In addition, they can promote on mobile devices too. 
 



 
 
 
Amazon has excellent tracking and reporting, customized links, and more for any affiliate who wants 
to promote physical products, music, eBooks, movies, etc. There are over 360 million products on 
Amazon, so there is no shortage of products to promote. 
 
 

 
 



Rakuten.com 

 
The marketplace at Rakuten offers a way for physical product creators (or authors, music creators, 
and movie makers) to offer their products to affiliates. Rakuten, based in Tokyo, has over 7 million 
products and has been in business for 20 years. They’re the smart people behind Ebates, Viber, and 
Kobo. They also purchased Linkshare (renamed to Rakuten Linkshare), Buy.com, and Play.com, 
among other companies. 
 
Rakuten, which means “optimism”, pays from 8 to 15% commissions. You can get payments via 
direct deposit, Rakuten prepaid Mastercard or PayPal.  
 

 
 
 

Avangate.com 

 
If you want to promote software, SaaS, and digital solutions, Avangate may be the solution for you. 
They have been in business for 10 years and have a strong customer base of companies that need 
software, SaaS, and other digital solutions.  
 

 
 
Vendors pay up to 75% through Avangate, but each vendor gets to decide on the commission 
amount. Avangate has a relatively small customer base, compared to the other networks, but is 
certainly and up and comer and a viable option for selling digital products at a high commission rate.  



Sharasale.com 

 
This 16-year old affiliate network works with high volume sellers and commissions start at 10%. You 
must sell at $50 to get a payout, which is paid by direct deposit. The commissions are lower than on 
ClickBank or Avangate, but you have the advantage of working with large and well-respected brands.  
 
They are offer a variety of promotional tools and links…plus offer sophisticated tracking of your 
campaigns.  
 

Start Your Own Affiliate Program, By Choosing the Right Affiliate Platform 

Now looking at the other side of the coin, what if you want to start your own affiliate program? You 

can certainly choose to sell with Amazon and they’ll take care of the affiliate side of things for you. Or 

you can go with a big network like ShareASale or any of the others, but the expense can get pretty 

high.  

Let’s look at a few of the best options for you, if you’re a solo online business owners, as you can see 

in the following comparison chart.  



Click Bank 

 
ClickBank is an affiliate network that has been around since 1998 and is very popular with online 
marketers for selling and promoting as an affiliate. And since, they have a built-in affiliate base, it’s 
easy for you to tap into that if you have a quality, good selling product.  
 
They have lot of training that will help you develop your affiliate program in interesting ways. 
Experienced merchants and affiliates give advice in the community, as well as in articles and blog 
posts on ClickBank. In addition, ClickBank handles paying affiliates for you. 
 
They charge for product set up and then a fee for items sold, plus affiliate commissions. They pay 
your affiliates directly and you don’t have to handle any of those details.  
 
One thing to now, you can charge a lot more for products sold via ClickBank than you can if you are 
selling an ebook on Amazon Kindle, for example.  
 
The only issue with ClickBank is that they’re not very good at screening affiliates for scammers and 
spammers. You’ll need to pay close attention to who is making sales to ensure that there isn’t 
anything strange going on with your sales. 

Post Affiliate Pro 

 
If you have products to sell across multiple websites, Post Affiliate Pro is a good option. Their 
software makes it easy to track multiple products across multiple websites in one strong affiliate 
program. If you want to start your own multi-level-marketing company this is the software you need to 
do it. 
 

 
 
A unique feature of this platform is the ability to create multiple tiers for your affiliates. You can go as 
deep and wide as you want to include setting up an MLM like structure for your affiliates. This can be 
a great addition depending upon your business model. You can also set commission groups, 



performance rewards, action commissions, and even lifetime commissions to encourage your 
affiliates.  
 
The SEO Module is included and it really helps you get more traffic and better search engine results, 
based on all the backlinks you gain when you have affiliates marketing your products. You can let 
them host it for you or you can self-host. You can sell any type of product, physical or digital. 
 
With Post Affiliate Pro, you have a lot of control over how you market your products. You can create 
coupons, banners, light box banners, replicate sites, peel banners, and so much more. It’s a full-
featured affiliate platform with great support and is reasonably priced.  
 

iDevAffiliate 
 

If you need a premade, out of the box ready affiliate platform then you may like iDevaffiliate.com. It 
offers complete tracking and marketing tools, as well as commissioning and reporting. The pricing is 
clear. It can cost from 29.99 to 59.99 a month and you can self-host it too. There are many modules 
and plugins available, so it works well with many other software programs and websites. 
 

 
 
You can set up recurring commissions, lifetime commissions, multiple levels, performance bonuses, 
etc., using this software. In addition, you are in control of when and how you pay your affiliates, which 
you can do via mass pay. It provides comprehensive affiliate tracking with all the reporting you’d 
expect from a robust system. 
 
This platform comes packed with amazing marketing tools, commission tools, and reporting tools. It 
integrates with many shopping carts, allows you to edit the HTML, and has very strong security.  
 
Set up custom commissions for specific affiliates, as well as recurring commissions. This can be a 
great incentive for affiliates to promote your products. The more money they believe they can make, 
the more likely they are to promote your products over someone else’s. They also offer an interesting 
feature which is co-branding. If you have an affiliate you want to JV with, this is a great addition. 
 



 

 

Infusionsoft 

 
This platform is all encompassing depending on what you want to do with it. It’s a CRM, it’s a CMS, 
it’s an autoresponder – but it’s also affiliate-tracking software. This software is for a business that is 
successful and plans to make six figures each year. 
 

 
 



This all-in-one hosted solution provides pretty much everything you need (and then some) to online 
and offline business owners. If you know that you’ll want all the features of this software in the future, 
you may as well start out with it now, if you have the funds to invest in this powerful software. 
 
The feature list is so extensive that it’s best if you go to the website to see the full list of features. It’s 
very secure as they take security very seriously. Their affiliate program is called “referral program 
management.” Along with that, they have marketing automation systems in place to make your 
affiliate program perform very well for you.  
 
They have amazing customer support. However, they must have it or else no one could use the 
product. While it’s robust and full featured whenever you have a product with so many features it 
becomes more complicated. However, once you get it set up it’ll be easy to work with. Hiring an 
Infusionsoft expert may become necessary at least to get going. One cool feature is that when you 
change links, if you use Campaign Links, the link changes and it automatically changes in all emails 
so that you don’t have to do it manually. 
 
If you really want to grow your business into its own entity that you can resell later, using Infusionsoft 
as the all-in-one solution it is will enable you to give the keys to someone else when you decide to sell 
or retire.  
 

JVZoo  

 
Currently, JVZoo is one of the hottest affiliate marketing platforms for the marketing to marketers 
market. That’s because affiliates in general love working with JVZoo. Working with a platform that is 
affiliate-friendly means you’ll be more likely to find good affiliates to promote your products.  
 
 

 
 

JVZoo is free to use, although they do charge sellers 5 percent for each item sold. This makes it easy 
for anyone to get involved on JVZoo. Setting up can be complicated but they offer a lot of videos to 
help you set up your products.  
 



JVZoo is a platform that is appreciated and used by many super-affiliates. It’s a good place to offer 
your products since the purpose of starting an affiliate program is to attract high-performing affiliates. 
 
You can set a fixed price, a dime sale, and set up recurring payments. You can also set up complex 
product funnels with unlimited upsells and downsells.  
 

 
 

Affiliate Shop 

 
Another option for you is the Affiliate Shop. This is a flexible tracking system that offers many different 
commission options and offers several tiers if you have an MLM program or want to start one.  
 
It’s an inexpensive, hosted option for people who aren’t that tech-savvy. There are great instructions 
and directions to help you set up your affiliate account which is mostly ready out of the box with a few 
minor adjustments. You can view a slideshow they created to get a better overview.  
 
 

http://www.affiliateshop.com/slideshow.html


 
 
 
Choose your payout options and commission options easily. You can track affiliates real time which 
enables you to double check potentially fraudulent activity. There are advanced tracking and reporting 
tools so that you can monitor your return on investment closely. You can also use Affiliate Shop to 
track marketing on and offline. They offer direct linking to products which will greatly improve your 
SEO. As a hosted option, you don’t need to worry about security and updates. If you sign up for 
“PremierPay,” they’ll even pay your affiliates for you. 
 
Affiliate Shop is a great choice since it is easy for beginners to figure out. With the “fraud guard” 
settings, you can cut down on problems with false purchases from fake affiliates. If you have several 
websites, you can still use this software by joining them with a common email address. They even 
have telephone support for all their merchants.  
 
Using an affiliate platform that works for your needs is important. Write down the features you need 
and create a budget. Once you have a budget and a list of needs check out each of the above 
options to see if any of them will work for you. One important thing to do is to find out what your 
colleagues are using and what the people you want as affiliates prefer to use so that you can better 
attract your ideal affiliates.  

Choosing an Autoresponder to Collect Email Address and Email Your 

Subscribers and Customers 

To build relationships with your audience it’s important to use autoresponder services or software. 
There are out of the box solutions that are self-hosted, as well as hosted solutions that you can use. 
It’s important to use a hosted solution because most web hosts don’t want you to send that many 
emails from your server.  
 
Today, most services offer similar features. Often, it will come down to how easy it is for you to use, 
whether you’re going to hire an expert, and what your budget is. The ones we’ve chosen are listed 



below. Except for Infusionsoft, you can get a free trial or even a free version to test out. However, with 
Infusionsoft you can attend an online demo that will help you decide if you want to use it.  

Get Response 

 
This choice has a 30-day free trial, otherwise, it cost anywhere from 15 dollars to 250 each month for 
most businesses. If you have an extremely high volume of emails, more than 50,000 email addresses 
you will need to get quoted for prices. It does what you’d expect an autoresponder to do: allows for 
message personalization, campaign tracking, social media integration, template options for email and 
more.  
 



 
 
They are the leaders in responsive functionality which is important in today’s mobile society. It has a 
super easy to use email newsletter editor which many customers love. Today, webinars are very 
popular ways to build a list and get more customers and Get Response is right on this trend with their 
webinar solution which is included in certain pro-level accounts. Unlike most offerings, they offer 
phone support. 
 
There is a wide range of responsive email templates, the ability to split test, comprehensive 
segmentation options, and social sharing tools. They pride themselves on being simple and easy to 
understand. With the pro plans, you can make landing pages and integrate with webinars which make 
it great for building your list.  
 
You can create automation workflows to help create responsive campaigns. You can get reports on 
opens, clicks, changes in preferences, completed transactions, birthdays, and if they completed a 
form or not. They also have “one-click segmentation.” With the metrics available, you can check per-
user performance. This enables you to drill down into your customers’ behavior. 
 
If you want an easy to use an autoresponder, this platform might be something you check out with the 
30-day trial. Keep in mind that some features are disabled during the trial period. 

Aweber 

 
One of the lower cost options, and easier to use choices, Aweber can cost from $19 dollars and up 
depending on how many subscribers you have. It works for bloggers, internet marketers as well as 
any type of business owner that wants to maintain a relationship with their customers and build an 
audience through list building.  
 
Aweber has stood the test of time and continually seeks to make their service simple to use for the 
non-techie customer and technical customer alike. Aweber is a service that you can use simply or you 
can make it more complicated by using all the bells and whistles. 



 
 
 
You can quickly build your newsletters with their drag and drop functionality, or you can build them 
with HTML, or even make a plain text email, it’s up to you how complicated you want to make it. You 
can set up autoresponder series easily using advanced scheduling. Making sign up forms is easy with 
their templates that are easy to customize.  
 
Aweber has some integration features that enable it to work with Facebook, WordPress, PayPal, 
various shopping carts, and even Etsy. So, if you’re using any of those for your business, Aweber is 
ready for you. You can also create a newsletter from your blog posts automatically by connecting 
your lists with your blog. You can also segment subscribers and even target certain subscribers. 
There are beautiful analytic reports that you can interpret in a glance due to the option to look at them 
in graph form.  
 

 
 
Aweber is one of the better choices in terms of autoresponders. It’s easy to set up, looks attractive, 
has a high deliverability rate, and is priced fairly.  
 



Constant Contact 

 
Another excellent choice for an autoresponder service is Constant Contact. It creates good looking 
emails, requires no technical skills to figure it out, has a high deliverability rate, is easy to format, and 
you can send bulk mail without any issues.  
 

 
 
This software is simple to use, priced decently, and has a lot of good features that marketers need. If 
you want something that’s simple, has beautiful templates, and has clear instructions, this choice 
might be a good one for you.  
 
Customizable drag-and-drop templates that look good, the ability to send personalized messages 
such as welcome, birthday and even anniversary messages – all automatically after you set up the 
system are all features that make Constant Contact a good choice. The ability to upload your email 
list or collect new subscribers with forms makes it easy to build a list.  
 
Constant Contact integrates with event marketing so that if you do a lot of events, this autoresponder 
will fit into your business model best. In addition, it integrates with social media seamlessly so you 
can post from Constant Contact right to your Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn.com.  
 
With their list building tools, image library, and email editing tools, you’ll be able to make your 
business look professional and get results. You have a lot of tools at your fingertips to help you 
manage your emails, send auto responses and more, depending on which level of Constant Contact 
you choose to purchase.  

iContact 

 
Regardless of the size of your business, iContact can help you set up your autoresponder system. 
They can handle more than 5 million subscribers so they have what it takes to work with you even if 
you have a very small list or a very big list.  
 



 
 
 
With iContact marketing automation software you can build easy to use workflows, set up 
autoresponders series, and set up segmentation the way you want to. With advanced tracking, lead 
scoring, and reporting it’s a solution to consider, if you want to make more sales.  
 
While you may be focused on your autoresponder, an awesome feature that iContact has is the ability 
to monitor social media across all your chosen platforms. You can also initiate engagement within the 
platform which will make your email marketing even more effective. However, it still has all the 
features you’d expect from an autoresponder.  
 
A neat feature is the ability to have more than one person signed into the account at the time working 
on different campaigns or if you’re collaborating on an email to send out. It has useful reporting 
features and has a high deliverability rate. You can post content to your social media too.  
 

 



Infusionsoft 

 
As you already know, Infusionsoft is an all-in-one solution that is hard to beat, although it can be 
complicated to use. Some users lovingly refer to it as “confusion soft” but they still use it because it 
has so many options including autoresponder features. Users believe it’s the best autoresponder 
solution out there. 
 

 
 
We wanted to mention the special features that Infusionsoft’s Autoresponder offers. It has what you’d 
expect – opt-in forms, landing pages, a drag and drop interface, with no need for any coding 
knowledge or skills. They even allow for auto-population of fields between form and landing page. 
 

As mentioned previously, Infusionsoft offers all the bells and whistles you’d expect and some that you 
probably don’t know you need yet. Since this software is built for medium to large businesses, it is 
feature-rich. You can create personalized email sequences that go out on triggers you define.  
 
The campaign builder is impressive. By using a workflow, you can drag and drop the information you 
want to into the campaign builder easily choosing when to send out any email based on time, date, 
and other triggers such as consumer behavior. 
 

 



 
Infusionsoft is an autoresponder solution that is inclusive of everything you need. Some people find it 
hard to set up but that is only because it does so many things. The more any software does for you, 
the more complicated the setup is, but most people seem to catch on fast to the autoresponder set 
up. 

Mail Chimp 

 
A much-loved autoresponder solution due to the beauty of the templates and frankly the dashboard in 
comparison to other solutions Mail Chimp is often a choice for artists and creative types.   
 

 
 
All business owners need an autoresponder system to build relationships and increase revenue, but 
not all business owners need the features that affiliate marketers need for their email marketing 
campaigns.  
 
If you are involved with e-Commerce then you will be super happy with Mail Chimp because there are 
hundreds of e-commerce integrations available for you so that you can keep communicating with your 
customers. You can send an automated welcome mail, recommend a product, give them a birthday 
discount code, and more.  
 
If you’re on a tight budget, Mail Chimp offers you the ability to start small and make changes as your 
business grows. You can expand and contract, at will, as needed.  
 
Mail Chimp is a good choice for any size of e-commerce business as well as for bloggers, authors, 
artists, and other creative types. Multi-user accounts make it easy to let your virtual assistant or 
partners collaborate on different emails and features. 
 
Using an autoresponder platform is an imperative if you plan to have a long-lived and successful 
business. You must build relationships with your audience and keep in contact with those who have 
purchased from you to experience long-term success and this platform can help you tremendously 
and make you look good in the process.  



Selecting the Right Live Streaming Video Platforms 

Today the Internet is all about “going live.” You see it most commonly right now on Facebook Live, 
and YouTube Live. Let’s look at some other options too, including Persicope, Ustream and DaCast 
you if you’re looking to add live events to your business model.  
 
Some services offer white labeling, where you can remove the branding of the hosting company and 
use your own. However, the larger live video platforms like YouTube and Facebook do not. If you 
want to monetize your videos with advertising, the various platforms also have options you may want 
to look at.  
 
Let’s take a look at 6 of the most popular live video platforms… 

 



Facebook Live 

 
This powerful tool enables you to conduct a live feed event right on your Facebook Page. Your 
followers will be told that you’re live and then you can speak directly to your audience right where 
they are. You can stream almost anything you want to, within the terms of service, which is basic. 
Don’t stream or do anything that is illegal, sexual, involves drugs, hate speech, etc. 
 

 
 
If you can’t find your audience on Facebook, you don’t have an audience. Facebook’s members cross 
all segments of society and encompass many countries. If you work to build your audience on 
Facebook, they’ll want to engage with you in this manner. Most accounts now can go live with 
additional add-on software. 
 
Facebook Live gives you the ability to report live right from where you are, whether you’re out on a 
hike, or you’re in your office, to your audience. Your viewers can share the live feed on their pages to 
help you get more viewers. 
 
You have control over who sees your live feed. You can go live to only your friends or make it 
viewable to the public. You can stream from your personal profile, your Page or even your Group. If 
you go to Facebook right now, you can look on the left side and scroll down to find the video camera 
under “explore” it says “live video.” Click it to see videos that are going live right now.  

 



 
Facebook live is simple to use if you follow the step-by-step instructions for doing it using a third-party 
system like BeLive.tv to help you with easier technology.  

YouTube Live 

 
Everyone loves watching videos on YouTube and now YouTube has a new way to engage with your 
subscribers. YouTube live requires a software download and install to help you go live, as well as 
agreeing to the terms of service on YouTube. You can do it with a mobile device or on your computer. 
 

 
 
Your fans really want to get to know you and YouTube Live is a great way to help them do that. When 
you build closer relationships with your audience, they’re more likely to buy from you and more likely 
to tell other people positive things about you. Going live on YouTube is yet another way to ensure that 
connection. 
 
If you’re okay with raw footage, creating a live YouTube video can cut down on the time it takes to get 
content up for your audience. Since the Live video is also interactive in that you can view and answer 
questions on the chat feature, it’s going to feel more authentic to your viewers. 
 
You can go live up to 4 hours at a time. Ads will appear in your live feed and in the recording that is 
posted automatically afterward. You can go live from your desktop or mobile. You must download and 
install special software to go live on your desktop.  
 



 
 
YouTube live is a great option for anyone who wants to get involved with live events. With software 
like Open Broadcaster Software which is easy to work with.  

Periscope TV 

 
This live streaming option works with iPhone, Android, or tablet. However, people can view your live 
stream at Periscope.tv. It’s a lot like streaming a TV show, or a radio show with a camera.  
 

 
 
People really love Periscope due to the ease of appearing live before their audience. Since it 
integrates with Twitter, which owns Periscope, you can easily share and get more viewers for your 
show. If you want to have live, interactive discussions with your audience, Periscope must be on the 
table. 
 

https://obsproject.com/


When a live broadcast is over, a recording is saved to view for 24 hours. However, you can also save 
it to your device for uploading and sharing later. Whether you’re doing insider “behind the scenes” or 
a Q & A, your audience will love viewing the live and the recorded versions.  
 
When you go live, using Periscope, people who follow you will be notified. However, if your broadcast 
is public anyone can click on a tab to see a list of other public live broadcasts happening at any time.  
 
Once you download the Periscope app, you can be live in literally minutes. You will just need to 
enable your camera, your mic, and your location, which can be hidden during your broadcast.  

LiveStream 

 
You can broadcast to millions using LiveStream in a very professional way. Using the various levels 
of the platform such as producer, broadcaster and studio products will help you along the way create 
a high-level professional looking and sounding show. While this can be a pricy option, it might be 
something you need to up your game.  
 

 
 
If you want an advertisement free experience with live chat, moderation, event and video-on-demand 
archiving, this is a solution for you. You won’t get analytics with the least expensive version but you 
can with the other two options. 
 
The Enterprise version allows you to get analytics, password protect your events, add monetization 
through Google Ads and Mid-Roll ads, disable viewer chat and commenting, and more. The other 
accounts don’t have as many features but they are still useful as well. You can upgrade whenever 
you want to. 
 
Every account level is ad free, has a video on demand archive, cloud recording, chat moderation, the 
ability to have your own URL (vanity account) and more. The solution is feature rich and will let you 
create a professional program that you’ll be proud to promote.  
 
Livestream has telephone support that you can call on pre-sales and post-sales to get questions 
answered and even schedule a demo with them to find out all the features inside the software that 
you can’t see if you’re not a paid member.  
 



Ustream 

 
Ustream.tv broadcasts over 2 million live video events every single month. They can scale your video 
to any size of audience globally. What’s great about it is that you can test-drive it for 30 days, using all 
the features the pro plan offers. That makes it a truly useful trial period.  
 

 
 
Ustream is a professional level broadcasting, cloud-based system you can use to “go live” and ad-
free. You can customize your audience size, create custom branding, get live analytics, use 
advanced social features, and more. If you want to produce a “TV” worthy show, this system can do 
it. 
 
1 terabyte storage, dedicated event support, custom branding, enterprise content management, 
audience generation, live analytics, advanced social features, multi-device compatible. You can 
stream from PC, Mac, Android, and iOS systems.  
 
You can upload prepared videos as well as perform live broadcasts. They use in the cloud 
transcoding and then translates the stream so that separate streams are created for multi-device 
compatibility.  
 
As one of the largest live streaming services, it’s a great choice because you can include your own 
branding and add monetization to your live and recorded streams. You have much more control on 
Ustream than you would on YouTube live, for example.  

DaCast 

 
This online video streaming service is a complete SaaS system. You can use many features through 
the cloud such as high-def broadcasting, on-demand video with paywall integrations which makes 
DaCast easy to monetize.  
 



 
 
This broadcasting software can be used for small and medium sized businesses and individuals with 
a following to broadcast quality live and on-demand videos that can be monetized, shown 
simultaneously on Facebook and embedded on your website. They also have white label options.  
 
Every plan includes high-quality streaming, no viewer limits, unlimited channels, water marketing, 
paying on Facebook, playlists, integrations, analytics and more. In addition, other than your normal 
fee they don’t charge a startup fee.  
 
Bandwidth you don’t use is rolled over to the next month and saved until used or you cancel your 
account. For example, if you have accrued saved bandwidth you can’t cancel your payment plan and 
then keep using it. However, it will last for up to 12 months. DaCast also has a unique embedding 
feature so you can “go live” right on your website. 
 
One of the greatest things about DaCast is the paywall feature so that you can charge per viewing for 
your videos. This is great for courses and other information that requires expertise to present.  

Selecting the Right Payment Processors for Your Business 

Doing any sort of business requires that you have a payment processor of some kind, preferably one 
that works seamlessly online with your website and other online property. In some cases, you may 
also want the ability for people to pay you in person which you can do with an app and a device that 
fits on your phone or mobile device. 
 
Many online business owners use PayPal as their payment processor because it’s the simplest to use 
and is widely recognized. You can use PayPal on its own or offer it with an alternative processor for 
people who don’t want to use PayPal.  
 
 
Here’s a comparison of 5 popular payment processors you might consider… 



 

2CheckOut 

 
This payment processor offers a hosted cart option that integrates with other carts. Customers pay 
with PayPal, credit or debit and you pay a per transaction fee of 2.9% plus.30 cents. Customers do 
not have to have a 2CheckOut account to purchase. To receive your money, you’ll need to set up a 
payment threshold and checks will be mailed to you or you can use the 2CheckOut Debit MasterCard 
for a small additional fee. 
 



 
 
Very highly rated by users, this option is a great alternative to PayPal or an additional choice for your 
audience. This is nice if there is a problem with one of the choices for either the customer or you. It’s 
good to have a backup. However, 2CheckOut is great for your main payment option too.  
 
They offer checkout options in 15 languages, 87 currencies, and 211 markets. That’s powerful. They 
are very upfront about the fees, so you won’t get unexpected additional fees. You can process all 
credit card types, even Discover and American Express. What’s more is your customers will 
experience a seamless checkout right on your site.  
 
2CheckOut integrates with many other programs like WordPress, Shopify, and more. If you have a 
membership site or want to bill customers on a recurring basis, this also an option. They also have 
awesome fraud protection. 
 
Using 2CheckOut as your payment processor for any type of website or store will work beautifully. If 
you sell more than 50K a year, ask them about their volume pricing as you may be able to get 
discounts on the fees.  

Stripe 

 
This is a great backup payment processing gateway. Your customers can pay with any major credit 
card, you can save their payment info for subscriptions, and you can get your money out daily all with 
a few clicks. Stripe’s fees are a lot easier to understand and there is a lot of functionality to their 
system that you can’t get unless you upgrade PayPal for example.  
 



 
 
Having two payment processors is always a good idea because you never know what is going to 
happen. Servers go down. You can get locked out of one account. Other unforeseen things can 
happen. Having two options gives you a backup. If your customers tend to use one over another you 
should always offer it. Also, if you’ve ever want to accept Bitcoin, Stripe allows you to do that.  
 
Stripe offers so many features you’d need an entire book to list them all, but it offers everything you’d 
expect and more. For example, the ability to accept all major credit cards from around the world, 
including in mobile apps, enhance the checkout experience yourself by creating payment flows that 
work great and look better.  
 
With Stripe and the right integrations, you can sell products right from a Tweet. They also have 
numerous open source plugins available for WordPress, Shopify, and other builders and shops that 
you may want to use.  
 

 
 
Stripe is a well-respected choice for a payment gateway that you should consider adding, especially if 
your main choice is PayPal because of the way you can essentially run your entire business right out 
of Stripe’s amazing dashboard. 



Authorize.net 

 
This payment gateway is top rated and used by those who want to accept debit, credit cards, use a 
virtual terminal, create buy buttons, and who want to use integrated options, like QuickBooks and 
other e-commerce options, seamlessly. In addition, you can become a reseller which is an additional 
income opportunity.  
 

 
 
With Authorize.net you’re not stuck with only taking one type of sale. You can take online payments, 
mail, telephone, in-store, and even mobile payments. This frees you up to reimagine your business.  
 
Outstanding fraud prevention, recurring billing, authorize.net verified merchant seal, PCI compliance, 
as well as the ability to become a reseller which can, if you’re in the right field bring an entirely new 
income stream to you. 
 
As the largest payment gateway it’s a good option for anyone who wants to get their own merchant 
account. It’s fully integrated. It ensures that you receive payments before the transaction is completed 
and your customer leaves the shopping cart. 
 
This service has a higher fee than some of the others. You’ll need to have all your business 
documents and banking information before they will allow you to set up an account.  

PayPal 

 
PayPal has a lot of different options for you as a payment gateway. You can choose from PayPal 
Express Checkout, PayPal Payments Standard, and PayPal Payments Pro. Plus, they offer online 
Invoicing free for anyone with a compatible account.  
 



 
 
PayPal has become the standard payment processing system or gateway in the internet age. The 
draw to PayPal is the ability to pay for purchases online in a secure way without giving out a credit 
card number. Many PayPal users enter their credit card or bank information into the PayPal system 
so that all they have to do is use their PP email and password for purchases which makes them feel 
more secure. 
 
Funds go to your account almost immediately, and you can transfer the money either on a schedule 
or at will. Unlike some of the others, you can apply for a PayPal Debit Merchant Card to use your 
PayPal balance or another funding source. In fact, you can get cash back for using your PayPal Debit 
Card. PayPal also has native invoicing. You can manage all your invoices within your PayPal 
Dashboard. 
 
PayPal integrates with eBay and other shopping carts seamlessly. They have excellent fraud 
protection and easy and helpful customer service by phone. You can make very sophisticated buy 
buttons which you can save and use again later. The invoicing option is useful for service providers. 

 



PayLine 

 
PayLine touts itself as the only online or offline payment gateway you’ll ever need. They offer some 
very interesting features that aren’t available in the other options.  
 

 
 
 
If you have a business that people need to make appointments, this is a great payment gateway to 
try. Their system gives you the ability to let your customers schedule appointments and pay in 
advance. This is a great feature for coaches, massage parlors, virtual assistants, and so forth. 
Anyone who wants their customers to be able to set time with them and then pay up front can use this 
feature. 
 
They report 1099K free, charge simple fees, no app fee, no contracts, and they’re easy to cancel. 
They have intuitive reports that are itemized and broken down into categories. As mentioned, the 
booking module seems to be one of a kind with payment processors. They also have the features 
you’ve come to expect like coupons, for example. 
 
The booking module is very impressive. You can collect information from anyplace, mobile, websites, 
and so forth. This can work very well for live events, live webinars, and other pay first appointments. 
You can also use it to register groups such as with food tours, wine and paint and other such 
businesses.  
 
Payline is a gateway to be reckoned with. Seriously, PayPal better watch out if they come up with a 
debit card that gives cash back. It offers subscription services, booking, invoicing, and so much more 
with relatively low prices depending on the account type. Their videos and phone customer service 
are helpful too.  
 
 



Find the Right Shopping Carts for Your Selling Needs 

A shopping cart is very different from a payment processor, but they do need to work together. A 

shopping cart, in general, will house your product inventory, allow your customers to add things to the 

cart, then check out using whatever payment methods you accept. In addition, if you sell digital items 

a good shopping cart will host your digital files for you and help you avoid content theft. 

Things to consider when choosing a cart are compatibility with your payment processor, costs and 

any limits. If you’re looking for all-in-one solution, many carts come with a built-in affiliate program and 

autoresponder option, so do look for that. If you’re going to be selling downloadable products, be sure 

to a cart that can secure and handle those downloads for you.  

 



3DCart 

 
With 3DCart you can start with a 15-day trial and once you know it’ll work for you, you can upgrade to 
one of several plans from 19.99 and up. In addition, 3DCart is a stand-alone product which can be 
your entire website. You can use out of the box or make a few changes, using their templates. You 
can also have someone create a new template for you. With their built-in affiliate program, mailing list 
options, and no extra transaction fees, outside of what you pay your merchant, this is a promising 
shopping cart. 
 

 
 
You can build your online store quickly using their intuitive interface. Plus, with no transaction fees, 
3DCart sets itself apart from other shopping cart systems that add fees even when they say they 
don’t. They also offer 24/7 tech support, which comes in handy when you’re trying to make money 
and don’t want to think about the technical aspects of your shopping cart. 
 
This is an all-in-one solution that has everything you need to build an online store. It has a blog, 
email, newsletters, content management customer, relationship management and more. It’s also 
ready for mobile, has powerful admin features, and the shopping experience is fast for your 
customers too.  
 
If you want a truly customized experience, 3DCart offers a marketplace for 3rd party vendors who are 
trusted to help you with building your unique store. In addition, you can sell on mobile, in an email, 
and on social platforms including eBay, Amazon, Google and more. 
 
3DCart is a contender when it comes to setting up a store online but they also have other solutions 
including point of sale systems. If you’re not sure which of their solutions, you need let them help you 
with their “find the right e-commerce plan for you” quiz. 
 
 
 



Shopify 

 
They have professional and attractive stores that help you look like a big business even if you’re 
small. They have over 1500 apps available and 24/7 phone support. Currently, Shopify is running 
over 300,000 stores. With prices starting at only 29.00 a month, you may want to give them a try. 
 
 

 
 
 
Shopify, along with third party apps, and third party vendors is truly a one-stop-shop for everything 
you need to run your online store whether you deal in digital products or physical products. Whether 
drop shipping or manufacturing, Shopify can work for you. Not only that, whether you’re a coder, a 
technical person, or not, you can still use Shopify. 
 
There are 100 professional templates to choose from, the ability to hire someone to create a 
customized shop and make the store your own design makes this cart excellent. You can use the free 
and paid app store to add functionality to your account such as accounting, customer service 
management, fulfillment and more. These additions work out of the box so you’re not trying to hobble 
together different systems that don’t talk to each other well.  
 
They offer 24/7 anytime support any way you want it. You can talk to someone on the phone, use live 
chat, or email. You can also accept payment from over 70 different payment processors, track 
customer details and set up individual customer accounts. 
 
Using Shopify as a shopping cart system is a good idea if you want to get into e-commerce whether 
digital or physical products.  
 
 
 
 



InfusionSoft 

 
In addition to everything else InfusionSoft does, it also has a shopping cart feature. They offer plenty 
of templates and help. However, it is not a hosted solution. You’ll have to provide your own hosting 
and tech support along with the help they give you.  
 

 
 
Many business owners are using Infusionsoft to help them run their businesses, therefore, the 
shopping cart is just another addition to the capabilities of Infusionsoft.  
 
There is a storefront where people can look at your products. A shopping cart is available, where 
customers can see an order summary, subtotal, and shipping charges. They also have the ability to 
continue shopping or checking out and paying with payment methods you’ve enabled.  
 
Infusionsoft allows you to create product bundles, improve shopping cart SEO, set up and send order 
receipts, set up auto thank you emails, and more. You can create custom storefronts to make your 
shop look unique and customize landing pages to boost sales. 
 
If you’re interested in Infusionsoft’s shopping cart system, ask for an online demo of it with their sales 
team. They are very helpful and can help you get set up fast.  
 

Volusion 

 
This shopping cart offers a 14-day free limited trial. The price will end up being someplace in between 
$29 and $179 per month depending on what additional features you want to use. A hosted solution, 
they handle the store front and the checkout process. 
 



 
 
Founded in 1999, they’ve been around a long time and have gone through the ups and downs of 
doing online business. They know what online business owners need and want in a full-featured 
shopping cart and store front. It even touts itself as a “complete e-commerce website builder.” 
 
Volusion’s features include an intuitive designer, store builder, marketing options, inventory 
management, multiple navigation styles, and an auto-generated sitemap. Volusion also offers its own 
payment gateway, but you use another gateway as well.  
 
Built in SEO, integrates with Apple Watch, a home page slide show feature helps you sell more items, 
and an easy intuitive website editor is available. You’ll have a professional looking website along with 
the shopping cart. In addition, excellent social media marketing options are offered. 
 
If you want a store that is truly professional, offers many third-party integrations, like MailChimp and 
QuickBooks, along with abandoned cart reports, and the ability to remind shoppers to come back to 
their cart, Volusion may be the perfect option for you.  

Big Commerce 

 
They have cart solutions for small and large businesses. Another all-in-one shopping cart solution, 
Big Commerce offers a professional looking website with a blog, ratings, reviews, dedicated SSL, 
fraud monitoring and more.  
 



 
 
 
With over $9 billion in sales under their belts, BigCommerce is an online shopping cart that should be 
looked at seriously. Their least expensive option offers enough bells and whistles for anyone to make 
a go at selling products online.  
 
Website builder, templates, blog, landing pages, and more can be had with the right add-ons to 
extend the functionality of the basic software. Since this is a hosted platform, integration is usually 
just a few clicks. 
 
You can even set up your store so that it appears on Facebook, eBay, and in more places. 
BigCommerce ensures that your inventory matches with the main site, no matter where else it shows 
up online. Another perk is a big app store that enables you to leverage social media to boost sales. 
Whether you need a huge store or a small store, BigCommerce has what you need at a good price.  

Find the Right Social Media Platform 

We discussed some of these social media platforms earlier when we talked about ad networks. Now 
let’s take a lot at these networks from a more general perspective. Social media is important because 
it’s a way to engage with your audience. Engagement helps you reach the important “know, like, trust” 
factor that determines whether someone wants to buy from you or not. Social media is helpful for 
building those relationships and spreading awareness. 
 
We’re going to compare 5 of the biggest social media sites right now, but you can bet there are plenty 
more. Let’s take a look at Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, Pinterest and Twitter.  



 
 
If you’re just starting out, don’t attempt to master all the platforms at once. Just choose one that is 
best for you and get experimenting to see what works and what doesn’t for reaching your audience.  
 

Facebook 

 
Pretty much everyone you know is on Facebook. That means it’s probably one of the most important 
social networks to be on. With a reach of over a billion people and the capability to boost posts and 
place display ads that get results inexpensively, Facebook is an important place for your business to 
be.  
 



 
 
You can bet buyers are on Facebook. It’s that simple. A wide variety of people can be found on 
Facebook, from your grandma to your teenager. The chances are high that your audience members 
visit Facebook at least one or more times during the day. Its seamless interface, whether viewed on a 
PC or mobile device, and ease of use is what makes it so popular. 
 
You can interact in many ways including adding recorded video, by live streaming, using images, and 
text. You can build a following, post updates, network in groups, and have access to amazing native 
analytics. With a few clicks, you can place advertisements or pay to boost a post to reach more 
viewers. 
 
Integrated with BeLive.TV you can make Facebook Live look a lot like Google Hangouts used to look. 
You can create private groups that you use in a membership site and charge people for entry. You 
can join groups and network with like-minded people easily.  
 
Using Facebook in your business is a no-brainer. You can create a page or group for your business 
and build an entire community without any technical help at all. This is the one place everyone should 
be right now. 
 

Instagram 

 
Visual in nature, Instagram only works on mobile right now, although people can view Instagram on a 
PC and it works with Facebook if you connect the two since Facebook owns Instagram. If you have a 
visual business or a way to make your business visual, Instagram is a great place to build a following 
for the 13 to 24-year-old age group with 25 – 34-year old’s not far behind. 



 

 
 
More than 50 Billion images shared on Instagram. The 13 to 24-year old age group are the fastest 
growing user group. Any niche that is highly visual such as fashion, food and fitness can make a 
name for themselves on Instagram.  
 
Snapchat (which we’ll talk about next) stores, the ability to zoom in on images, save drafts to publish 
later, to edit in interesting ways and to control who sees your updates are all important. Instagram 
also has a new feature where they allow you to create a “snapchat” like story that will disappear after 
the viewer sees it.  
 
The visual, micro nature of Instagram makes it easier to be social because you can focus on 
engagement. It’s user-friendly and you can cross post to Twitter and Facebook. Instagram is always 
coming up with new tools for businesses by adding insights and the ability to promote. It is a useful 
social media platform for everyone, especially if your audience is highly motivated by or interested in 
images. 
 
Instagram users usually check their Instagram accounts first thing in the morning and before they go 
to bed at night. If you can engage your followers at these times, you’ll be far ahead of others in the 
know, like, and trust factors.  
 

Snapchat 

 
Another social network that has a 69 percent penetration among 18 to 24-year-old group, if that’s 
your audience you need to be using Snapchat. Snapchat works with your mobile device and allows 
you to send short videos and images which disappear after a person reads them. It can also be used 
as a messaging app. 
 



 
 
Everything about snapchat seems to be important these days. It’s becoming more popular with each 
new additional feature. The ability to create snapchat stores, send funny and interesting snaps to 
friends and followers makes the app fun and useful. Since users are sending 700 million snaps a day, 
it’s becoming more important than ever.  
 
You can broadcast to the entire world or you can broadcast only to your followers or specific people. 
You can save short clips to your “stories” for 24 hours to help people get to know you better. For 
example, you can tell the story of your business startup or a “day in the life” behind the scenes.  
 
One thing clear about snapchat is that young people love it. Millennials, people in the 18 to 34-year-
old group, are the fastest growing group. If you want to attract this group, being on snapchat is the 
best place to be visible. The best thing about it is the ability to create stories. The stories stick around 
for 24 hours and they can be sent to particular people, your entire following, or streamed to the public. 
It’s also a great video calling app.  
 
Snapchat cares about privacy and sends an alert to users if someone is taking screenshots of their 
snaps. Whether you want to build a huge following for your business or talk to your sister while she’s 
interning in China, it’s a very useful social network. 
 

Pinterest 

 
This website is a place users can upload images called “Pins” and other media content including 
videos into collections called “pinboards”. While users browse each other’s feeds, they can comment, 
re-pin, and share the work of others, depending on the board’s permissions. This is an awesome way 
to highlight quotes, recipes, projects, or make a dream board. 
 



 
 
With close to 200 million people using Pinterest you can’t ignore it for your business. When you 
browse other people’s pinboards, you can get ideas fast about how you can use this system to 
promote your business and products. Pinboards last forever so you can easily create different boards 
over time that becomes very special and focused. Since more content comes from business than 
other social networks, Pinterest users are also primed to buy. 
 
Native video, cinematic pins, promoted pins, promoted video and more all make Pinterest very 
business friendly. With trackable links, they’re serious about helping businesses get more traction 
with their followers.  
 
A neat feature is that you can see who is pinning from your site. Plus, there are groups and ways to 
network on Pinterest that up the social quotient exponentially for Pinterest. You can use Pinterest as 
easily from your mobile device as your PC too which makes it almost as easy as Facebook to use.  
 
Pinterest is more visual than some of the other social platforms but they make it easy to use, easy to 
earn money by allowing you to sell products direction on the platform, and by coming out with new 
features continuously that seem to be business focused.  
 

Twitter 

 
If you don’t know the power of 140 characters yet, then you need to get on Twitter. This social media 
network enables individuals and businesses to share and communicate messages with each other on 
a frequent basis using 140 characters of text, images, and video. You can even stream live using 
Periscope to Twitter. 
 



 
 
If you’re interested in improving your branding, connecting with customers, marketing to more people, 
and essentially increasing your ROI then Twitter is an important network you should be involved in. 
Some people report better results for some types of Tweets and promoting them than on Facebook. 
In addition, it’s being used as a search engine by users with more than 2 billion searches daily. 
 
Twitter cards, tailored audiences, conversion tracking, and even the 140-character maximum for a 
Tweet are all features that help business owners. You can even use custom timelines so that the 
exact Tweets you want to show up for your followers can be seen. Hashtags are also important 
features because it enables you to increase engagement.  
 
Did you know that you can use Twitter Archives and download all your Tweets from day one? Want to 
know what’s happening right now? Look at Trending Topics. This is also a good way to find out 
what’s important for the day so you can tie in your content to it. 
 
These social media platforms are important to a business because that’s where their audience is. It’s 
imperative to go to where your audience is to tell them about your offerings. They’re not going to 
come to you without you going to them first.  

Manage Your Social Media with One of These Handy Tools 

Once you start to engage on multiple social networks, it becomes a bit trickier. There are a number of 

social media management or social media integration tools that can help you with this. We’re going to 

discuss 5 of the most popular ones.  

Some things you might consider when choosing are cost, which mobile platforms are supported, 

which social networks you can use it with, the ability to schedule posts, monitor updates and more.  

 



 

Let’s look at each in a bit more detail… 

Hootsuite 

 
While this social media management software takes some time to learn, it’s an excellent way to 
improve your workflow when it comes to engaging on social media. You can get everything together 
under one roof, so to speak, and get more done on social media that’s effective than you can without 
it. 
 



 
 
Being able to monitor multiple streams in one place, being able to put a team in place to help manage 
your social media are important parts of social media management that Hootsuite does well.   
 
The ability to get reports via email allows you to study how your social media campaigns are working 
and is a great feature of Hootsuite. The ability to connect a lot of different social accounts and 
automate some of the process is amazing.  
 
The ability to create tabs and organize your feeds the way you want makes Hootsuite valuable. Plus, 
being able to mark where you stopped reading is an important feature to note because you’ll avoid 
missing important messages that way.  
 
Hootsuite is a comprehensive, time-saving, social media management app that you’d be wise to use. 
It’s inexpensive, and it really does help you keep your social media efforts organized while improving 
interaction and improving sales.  
 

EveryPost 

 
Their tagline is “amplify yourself” and they seek to give you the tools to do it. The app works on 
Android and iOS systems and does a lot more than just help you send a lot of content out to your 
followers. With the paid version, you can send unlimited content to all your networks immediately or 
through scheduling.  
 

 
 



If you need improved workflows so that you can get more done on social media this app may be the 
answer. It allows you to curate content, customize posts, collaborate, and schedule social posts for 
Facebook, Twitter, Google +, Instagram and more. Keep in mind that like other apps like this while it 
does schedule the post for Instagram you’ll still have to push the post out using your mobile device in 
real time.  
 
Content curation, social analytics, post customization, scheduling, publishing, and collaboration are 
all useful features for EveryPost. The content curation feature enables you to sift through content to 
pick and choose relevant items to share with your audience. 
 
You can work alone or in teams with EveryPost. In addition, you can use the system on your mobile 
devices and your PC making it easy to switch between platforms and use everything the way you 
want to use it. 
 
EveryPost offers native analytics and insights so that you can make sure that everything you’re doing 
is really working the way you want it to.  
 

Buffer 

 
This is a social media management app created for agencies and marketers. You can use it to 
manage all your important social networks including Pinterest, Facebook, Twitter, G+, LinkedIn, and 
even Instagram.  
 

 
 
This is a company that values openness and transparency. They are always seeking to improve their 
offering and make it easier for business owners to use social media for marketing.  
 
Drive more conversions, get more engagement, and save time too. These are just a few of the 
benefits of using Buffer. Content box allows you to find content to share, and Buffer eliminates the 
copycat appearance of cross posted information by allowing you to customize each update on each 
platform as you schedule them.  
 



They say you need to share most updates more than once on each social network but that would take 
a lot of work. With Buffer, you can automatically schedule your posts to go out randomly as many 
times per day as you want on any network.  
 
You can use their social media calendar to look at your scheduled posts and to schedule more and 
get a better idea of what you need to send out to ensure that your social media campaigns work. 
Buffer has so many features that you really should use the free trial to discover all that it offers.  
 

Social Clout 

 
This social media management software is all about the ability to measure results. If you can’t 
measure something, then how do you know it works? They really understand that you want to get 
results from your campaigns and give you the tools to do it.  
 

 
 
SocialClout, a campaign manager, offers the ability to monitor social media across multiple channels, 
improve engagement workflows, and increase marketing effectiveness using intuitive analytics that 
measure your competition.  
 
Complete coverage of all social media channels that you use provides the best way to stay on top of 
social media. You can search keywords, use the social media engagement tool, see a lot of analytics 
including geography and demographics of your followers, and use the sentiment tool find out what 
your audience really thinks of you.  
 
The ability to identify key influencers will enable you to increase your reach. In addition, you can’t 
ignore the lead generation ability of this social media management tool.  
 
SocialClout is a rising contender in the social media arena. With prices from free to 99 dollars 
monthly, it is a “must consider” option. The free version is limited, though, so you may want to test it 
out using the starter plan to get an accurate picture of what it can do to help you improve campaigns.  
 



Social Oomph 

 
Formerly, “TweetLater” the company decided to focus on other social networks as well as Twitter. It 
works with most social networks including Plunk but not Instagram. One of the most inexpensive 
options for social management, it’s also very useful. 
 

 
 
As one of the first social media management platforms it has its place. It’s a much simpler design 
than some of the other options but it still works and does what it says it does. If your budget is small, 
this is a good option for you. 
 
Do you ever get an auto-follow back or an auto direct message? Well, you may not have known it 
was automatic but with Auto DM and Auto Follow, you can do just that. You can bet anytime you get 
a DM shortly after following someone that it’s sent automatically. Imagine the possibilities with that 
ability. You can send them a gift, or some information about you to help them get to know you better. 
 
The simple interface without bells and whistles is what makes this platform special. At first, you might 
think it looks old fashioned, but the fewer bells and whistles the faster the system will work to help you 
improve your social media engagement. 
 



You can’t beat the price considering all the things it does for you. Auto Tweets, Auto DMS, Auto 
Follow and more all add up to put your social media marketing on autopilot so that you can focus 
more on engagement.  
 
Using the right social media management software can help you automate part of social media so 
that you can spend more time truly engaging with your audience. Automate the things that aren’t 
engaging but never automate engagement. Keep that real. 

Upload Your Videos to These Streaming Video Platforms 

We talked about live video earlier, but pre-recorded streaming video is still huge and likely integral to 

your marketing strategy. Here, we discuss video giant YouTube again, but also introduce you to 

streaming services like Vimeo, Daily Motion and Ustream.  

You can use these sites to have informational or promotional videos, whatever you need for your 

business. And for all of these, you can embed the videos into your own site, so you can use them on 

your sales pages, blogs and more.  



YouTube 

With almost a billion (yes, a billion) unique visits to YouTube every single month, YouTube is a place 

you want to be. In addition to offering live video options, YouTube videos often rank well in Google. 

YouTube also offers powerful editing and enhancement features, making you look like a professional 

videographer.  

 

If you have videos with large amounts of views, they also have powerful monetization features as 

well.  

Vimeo 

 
Vimeo is a video sharing site with live streaming options, which began in 2004. They offer pay-per-
view, live event recording, and video-on-demand. They also allow you to embed on your site without 
ads, along with professional security. 
 

 
 



Often a business wants to host videos that do not have advertising on them. This is a great way to do 
it. Since you can embed live streaming and recorded videos on your own website and in other places 
without having to include ads it stands out from YouTube in that way.  
 
Unlike YouTube, to get the good features you’ll need to upgrade your account. However, it’s not that 
expensive considering what you get. Unlimited bandwidth, priority conversion, advanced privacy, 
awesome stats, and priority support are all valuable when you upgrade. Not to mention the ability to 
get a customized video player and include a custom outro.  
 
Due to the professional atmosphere, you’re going to find a whole new level of competition on Vimeo. 
It’s a community of professionals. The people who use Vimeo and watch Vimeo streaming are much 
more responsive and enthusiastic.  
 
If you want to enhance your streaming experience for your audience, consider trying the free version 
of Vimeo to see how it works.  

Daily Motion 

 
With a simple user interface, Daily Motion is a great place to share your live streaming and recorded 
videos. You can stream live for an hour, and it saves your live videos as recordings automatically. 
Based in France, the company wants to show how awesome humans are by sharing uplifting and 
remarkable stories. Some people say it’s a darker version of YouTube due to more risky content 
being allowed.  
 

 
 
They attract more than 300 million global users and people watch more than 3 million videos on their 
player each month.  
 
Monetization is simple with DailyMotion than some of the other options. You can monetize in three 
ways – paid content, advertisements, and in-video ads. If you’re earning from your videos on 
YouTube, it’s likely you can also earn on DailyMotion.  
 



It’s easy to find the people you want to follow on DailyMotion, you can just go to, /stream on the site 
and you’ll be able to open a search window and type in the username of the person you want to 
watch. This means people can find you too.  

Ustream 

 
This professional option can seem pricey but it’s fully packed with features that others aren’t. You can 
use their Producer software to add graphics, interview guests, and much more to every single 
broadcast. It’s a professional experience that is worth every penny. 
 

 
 
With more than 10 million people watching Ustream Live Streaming that tells you that your audience 
is probably there. If you are ready to create uber-professional live streaming shows, then you want to 
look at the tools that Ustream offers publishers. Brands can connect with their audience, and interact 
directly with people on the screen live bringing engagement to a whole new level.  
 
Live playlists, social stream moderation, player resizing, RSS feeds for video, social tabs, the ability 
to send to YouTube and the native producer app that enables you to edit your videos and produce 
live videos easily from your dashboard.  
 
Ustream is a global, reliable, engaging, and helpful platform that enables you to go live to the world, 
or to whom you choose. The monetization features are amazing too. Even though it’s rather 
expensive to get started with Ustream, if you already have an audience, you should take advantage 
of this platform. 
 
Streaming video is hot. As the technology improves, it’s going to become more imperative that you 
get involved with streaming video and these tools will help you create and share awesome content 
with your audience. 

 



Choosing the Right Webinar Platform 

Webinars make it easy to create and interactive learning environment for your prospects and 

customers. You can use them to create courses, use them as a selling platform or run online summits 

and more.  

A webinar is simply a live meeting that takes place online. The meetings can be anything from a 

board meeting or a training session to a presentation or demonstration. Participants can view 

documents, videos, and other materials on their computer or smart phone, (from the comfort of their 

couch). You can share audio with them and if you choose, it can be interactive. You can allow 

questions and comments during the presentation. 

Let’s compare 5 of the most popular webinar platforms.  

 



Adobe Connect 

 
Offering a full 30-day free trial and with a relatively reasonable monthly cost, this cloud-based webinar 
software is very user-friendly and intuitive. Your guests don’t have to download anything to watch and 
can sign in with or without a password depending on how you set it up.  
 
 

 
 
 
The Adobe Connect platform is mobile friendly, offers multiple room types, breakout rooms, easy 
editing, and screen sharing.  
 
It saves recordings indefinitely so you don’t have to worry about losing them if you can’t get to them 
right away to download. The moderation features, chat, and question & answer features are intuitive 
for guests so participation will be higher. Recording is easy to do and intuitive.  
 
Depending upon the plan you choose, there are many lead generation tools and customer-
relationship management tools that are noteworthy. Your participants are treated to HD Video 
(assuming you have an HD camera), interactive polls, chat and more. You can also upload and share 
content with your viewers as well as allow them to pick up the mic and talk too. 
 
This is a great option if you need a full featured environment. It is recommended that you are 
connected directly to your internet to get the best experience. However, this software has been used 
successfully with Wi-Fi.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



GoToWebinar 

 

This professional option has a lot of bells and whistles, if you’re willing to pay for them. Starting with a 
limited free trial you can get plans as low as $89 a month. However, if you want some of the better 
features, such as monetization, you’ll need to upgrade the plan.  
 
Business owners who are serious about doing regular webinars, hosting meetings and offering 
training through webinars will want to consider this software.  
 
Planning, promoting and practicing webinars is easy with this platform. They have set it up to be as 
simple as possible. You can (with the right plan) record webinars, let people call from a phone, give 
guests the mic, show presentations, send polls, email automation, customized branding options and 
more. 
 
The thing most people like about GoToMeeting/webinar is that it’s not hard to set up and figure out 
how to use. They lead you through setup step-by-step and their customer care is useful. The ability to 
set up practice webinars in advance of your live event is excellent.  
 
With unparalleled audience participation options, viewers like using this platform. They do have to 
download something. Depending on how tech savvy your audience is, you may need to provide step-
by-step instructions, in addition to the instructions GoToMeeting offers.  
 

Cisco WebEx 

 
Cisco’s WebEx is a professional, cloud-based, video conferencing solution that will work for you if you 
plan to have smaller conferences or meetings of up to 100 people. Each price point includes split 
screens for up to 7 participants, ability to share screen and applications, call-in, markup tools, free 
mobile apps, co-presenter, and the ability to record meetings – all the features you’d expect. 
 
 



 
 
WebEx has dedicated servers all over the world. Therefore, they have high-quality meeting options 
that are used by top companies around the world. They also have monetization features for some 
accounts and the ability to have a professional operator help you with your meetings. 
 
You can have meeting centers, training centers, event centers, and a support center along with your 
WebEx account, depending on the level you purchase and the additional features you pay for. You 
can chat with participants, record meetings, share apps, docs, video and more. There are annotation 
tools too.  
 
High Definition video, polling, the ability to attend and host from a mobile device, threaded questions 
and answers, breakout sessions, and even registration and fee collection are all possible with 
WebEx. With the right account, you can even integrate an LMS. 
 
They have an awesome training center and FAQ. With WebEx, you can do a lot more than just 
webinars and conferencing. You can also implement advanced training and more. 
 

Mega Meeting 

 
This online meeting service is less expensive than some of the others. They also have extra paid 
features you can add-on to your service. The difference with this one is you just buy what you need. 
It’s completely cloud-based and your viewers don’t have to download anything to participate.  
 
 



 
 
It’s reliable and easy to use. Whether you’re a large or small business, you’ll great options to fit your 
business. They’ve been around since 2003 so the longevity of the business means that they’re 
successful at what they do. 
 
Share screens, VoIP conferencing, browser-based and brandable. It also offers most of the bells and 
whistles you’re used to having apart from recording capabilities on the lesser plans. 
 
The truly browser-based system makes it easier for non-techy guests to watch your webinar because 
they won’t need to download anything to participate. There is a range of plans you’ll find out about 
during your demo and by talking to a sales person.  
 
You can even get a private branded plan that enables you to earn money from people attending your 
events by making it easy for you to charge them for entry. 
 

Onstream Webinars 

 
Try this one with a 30-day review period and then between $19 and $49 a month. You can host up to 
25 to 300 people depending upon the plan you choose. They offer 90-day archives and are mobile 
friendly. You can use multiple rooms, record your events, edit recordings, and more. You can also 
share screens and it has a good moderation feature too. The lead generation and social integration 
are great too. 



 
 
 
 
 
Their lead generation tools should be looked at closely by any company serious about doing webinars 
to get more customers.  
 
Truly, browser-based so there is no download for attendees to participate. Share your camera, your 
desktop, or other applications. You can also use mobile effectively to host an event or attend an 
event. Costs are based on use so there can be, depending upon the choice you make, no monthly 
costs and only per-use costs.  
 
They have a cool feature that you’ll love, if you do presentations using PowerPoint or other 
presentation software. It is the ability to put tabs in the presentation window so that you can easily go 
back and forth to different documents and media during your presentation seamlessly.  
 
Using a service to help you produce effective webinars, online meetings and training are essential. 
Many of these services help you cross market your webinars on other services. That’s helpful 
because the more people who see your webinars the bigger impact you can make.  

Track Your Stats with the Right Website Analytics Program 

The only way to get into your customers’ minds is by using data. The only way to gather the right data 
is to invest in website analytics. The numbers the activity you do or cause to be done can be 
measured using the right analytics software. The key is to know what you want to measure, and how 
you’re going to measure it before you make it a benchmark in your actions.  

We’ve compared 5 of the top analytics programs, so you can decide which one is right for you. From 

the old standard of Google Analytics to Kissmetrics, there is something for everyone. In the end, all 

that matters is that you’re tracking your results, so you can grow them and grow your business. 



Because Google provides such a robust program and it’s free, many online business owners decide 

to use that.  

 

Clicky 

 
Nothing is done until you do analytics. You have no idea if a campaign worked the way you wanted it 
to, nor whether any content you publish is getting the results you want. You don’t even know if your 
recent uptick in sales is because you ran ads unless you study your numbers.  
 



 
 
Being able to look at the metrics of your work is important because you can improve with the right 
information. Clicky has an enormous list of features, some of which Google doesn’t have that will help 
in your business. 
 
Detailed information, customizable tracking, heat maps, on-site real-time analytics, details of 
segments that you set up, spam and bot filtering, uptime monitoring, split testing, funnel path 
analytics and more.  
 
This is an “all-in-one” analytics system. You can get alerts to your phone or email about your site 
being down and other issues that you set up. In addition, you get a built-in URL shortener.  
 

 
 
If you want an inclusive analytics program, you must try out Clicky, which is priced from free to $79.99 
you can’t go wrong.  
 



Google Analytics 

 
Often thought of as the gold standard for analytics you can use this service completely free. You’ll just 
need to sign into Google Analytics and add your website, then add some code to your website (you 
can use a plugin if you use WordPress) and wait for a bit and you’ll start seeing what’s happening in 
real time.  
 

 
 
Since Google Search is the standard for those who want traffic and Google Analytics is owned by 
Google it makes sense to use their information to help you get better search results from their 
product. Plus, it’s the most advanced free service.  
 
You can track your AdWords, AdSense, and other ads, plus you can track things like real time traffic 
to your website, where they’re coming from, and what they’re doing after they get there. 
 
You can set goals for different things so you can track and measure what you need to. If you want 
your audience to conduct a specific action, such as buying a product, signing up for a newsletter, or 
taking another action -- you can set a goal for that.  
 



 
 
 
Whether you use another analytics tool, you must use Google Analytics. You can even hire experts, 
who have a Google Analytics certification, so you can ensure that you track what’s important. 
 

OWA 

 
You can get this open-source software completely free. However, you can also pay for a pro version. 
Open Web Analytics gives you the ability to study the numbers using your own native system, which 
you install on your server. It supports WordPress as well.  
 

 



It’s a non-commercial option for you to get analytics that will help you improve your website and 
business. It uses PHP, MySQL, and JavaScript instead of proprietary systems to test your analytics. 
Plus, if you happen to be good at coding, you can customize your system or hire someone to do it for 
you, so the system can meet your unique needs. 
 
Track multiple websites without limits. Set goals, set up funnels and more. It works with e-commerce 
goals and tracking so, you can track events, as well as set up customized variables. This makes it 
easy to compare results. Use heat maps to track mouse movements and more.  
 
The fact that it’s open-source software is a great thing because you won’t be limited by what a 
business thinks you should track. You can customize this system the way you need it to work.  
 

 
 
Since it’s a free option, you should most certainly try it. You’ll need some technical knowledge but 
their instructions are understandable.  
 

PIWIK 

 
This leading open-source, analytic software can be customized and extended to meet your needs. 
You own all of your data, and you can use this software completely free on your own server. 
Alternatively, you can use the free software, but use it on a hosted server, for a small monthly price.  
 



 
 
You want to find ways to study the metrics of your business and this is a great option that a lot of 
people use successfully. The hosted and self-hosted versions are worthwhile to try.  
 
Real-time stats include visitors during a specific period and where they came from with the map. You 
can find out how they’re engaging, and more. Set up custom variables, and use the heat map to 
figure out what your visitors really do when they get there.  
 
This full featured, option is totally free unless you choose to use the hosted version. The hosted 
version is often updated, while you’ll need to check for updates to the downloadable version and 
install them yourself. Both are good options for most sizes of businesses.  
 

 
 
 



There is a lot of information you can glean from the right type of analytics such as actions, 
engagement, sales, keywords and more. That information can mean the difference in succeeding and 
failing.  
 

Kissmetrics 

 
If you want to optimize your marketing, you’ll want to try this is the analytics platform. To see 
everything it offers you can schedule a demo. They tout their ability to be able to connect your data to 
the people you serve across all platforms so that you can ensure the actions you take get the results 
you want.  

 

 
 
They have features that help you track your customer’s journey from the first time they visit your 
page, sign up for your email list, and buy a product or engage on social media. If you’re a customer-
centric business, the tools in this platform will be exciting for you. It’s often rated in the top five 
business-intelligence software options.  
 
You can set up funnel reports, cohort reports, retention reports, customer profiles, group content lists, 
A/B testing, conversion periods, email support, testing and staging, data segmentation, real-time 
monitoring all cross platform.  
 
Because it is a paid platform, you’ll have the advantage of customer service. You can link Kissmetrics 
to your email marketing, in addition to using it to ensure that your content is getting the results you 
want. The only con is that there is a lot to learn about this software. 
 
As they say, nothing is done until the paperwork is finished. The paperwork, in this case, consists of 
analytics. If you don’t study your metrics you have no idea how your efforts affect your bottom line. 
Instead of guessing, study the numbers and find out what really plays a role in your success or 
failure.  
 



Moving on From Here 

 
This report contained a ton of information for you and I do hope you found it helpful. If you’re feeling 
overwhelmed, just take it one step at a time. Set up one aspect of your business before moving onto 
the next.  
 
But most importantly, if you can’t make a decision on the right tool, don’t sweat it. Instead, jump right 
in and see what works for you. A lot of your decisions will become final through trial and error. The 
good news is, this is an online business and that means things can be changed quickly and easily, so 
don’t be afraid to take chances and make mistakes. You’ll learn from those mistakes and create a 
bigger and better business in the process!  
 


